When humans walk, the time duration of each stride varies from one stride to the next. These temporal fluctuations exhibit long-range correlations. It has been suggested that these correlations stem from higher nervous system centers in the brain that control gait cycle timing. Existing proposed models of this phenomenon have focused on neurophysiological mechanisms that might give rise to these long-range correlations, and generally ignored potential alternative mechanical explanations. We hypothesized that a simple mechanical system could also generate similar long-range correlations in stride times. We modified a very simple passive dynamic model of bipedal walking to incorporate forward propulsion through an impulsive force applied to the trailing leg at each push-off. Push-off forces were varied from step to step by incorporating both ''sensory'' and ''motor'' noise terms that were regulated by a simple proportional feedback controller. We generated 400 simulations of walking, with different combinations of sensory noise, motor noise, and feedback gain. The stride time data from each simulation were analyzed using detrended fluctuation analysis to compute a scaling exponent, a. This exponent quantified how each stride interval was correlated with previous and subsequent stride intervals over different time scales. For different variations of the noise terms and feedback gain, we obtained short-range correlations ðao0:5Þ, uncorrelated time series ða ¼ 0:5Þ, long-range correlations ð0:5oao1:0Þ, or Brownian motion ða41:0Þ. Our results indicate that a simple biomechanical model of walking can generate long-range correlations and thus perhaps these correlations are not a complex result of higher level neuronal control, as has been previously suggested. r
Introduction
The basic unit of measure in human walking is the stride, which defines one complete gait cycle. When humans walk, the time it takes to execute each stride varies from one stride to the next. In healthy adults walking at comfortable speeds over level ground, the time series of stride times exhibits long-range correlations (i.e., 1=f noise) where each stride is correlated with tens to hundreds of prior strides, and these correlations decay in a scale-free fractal-like manner [1, 2] . It has been proposed that these long-range correlations characterize a healthy system [3] . When the system deteriorates due to age or disease, time series fluctuations become more uncorrelated, or random. These changes occur in elderly subjects [4] , patients with Huntington's disease [4] , and Parkinson's patients [5] . Stride interval correlations also change in response to external stressors. When humans walk at a forced slower or faster gait speed, the long-range correlations in their stride times increase slightly [2] . When subjects' stride times are externally constrained by having them follow the timing of a fixed external Cadence (i.e., a metronome), their stride times become uncorrelated [2] . Thus, the long-range correlations in gait cycle timing can be modified by voluntary central nervous system (CNS) intervention and also deteriorate when the CNS is diseased. Based on these findings, it has been postulated that long-range correlations are regulated by central control mechanisms in the brain. This theory was further supported by recent findings that long-range correlations remained intact in patients with significant peripheral nerve degeneration [6] .
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To understand the origin of these correlations, several models have been proposed [1, [7] [8] [9] . These models are primarily based on the idea that human walking is regulated via oscillatory networks of neurons in the spinal cord known as central pattern generators (CPGs) [2, 8] . These models typically assume that the CPG acts as a nonlinear oscillator [8] which produces self-sustaining patterns of walking. Hausdorff et al. [1] proposed a stochastic CPG model to produce stride time fluctuations. Allowing the CPG frequency to vary randomly did not yield long-range correlations in the simulated stride times. However, when they introduced ''memory'' into their CPG by allowing transitions from frequency to frequency in a specific pre-defined way, then they did obtain long-range correlations [1] . Ashkenazy et al. [7] extended this approach by defining a neural 'hopping' model, where movement from one neural center to another was accomplished by a random walk. They assumed that as individuals matured, their neural interconnectedness would increase. By modeling the increase in interconnectedness as an increase in the range of hopping sizes, they were able to reproduce the changes in gait dynamics observed from childhood to adulthood [7] . West et al. [8] proposed a ''super CPG'' (SCPG) model that was similar to that of Ashkenazy except that the stochastic correlated CPG was coupled to a forced van der Pol oscillator. They assumed that the strength of the correlations among the neural centers increased as the system was stressed (as in changing gait speed) and the intensity of the force driving the system increased with the conscious effort to walk at a controlled pace. This model reproduced the changes in long-range correlations seen in walking at faster and slower paces, and walking to a metronome [8] .
While these models do reproduce the changes in stride time fluctuation dynamics observed experimentally, they do not necessarily exclude alternative, possibly simpler, explanations. In many cases where people have proposed that long-range correlations reflect complex self-regulating processes, others have provided much simpler explanations (e.g., Ref. [10, 11] ). In particular, this has occurred in the closely related context of analyzing the fluctuations of the center of pressure (COP) trajectories exhibited by humans during quiet standing. Collins and DeLuca [12, 13] introduced a stabilogram diffusion analysis method to analyze center of pressure trajectories by methods similar to those used for analyzing stride times. They showed that COP trajectories in humans exhibit persistent (long-range) correlations over short time scales and anti-persistent (short-range) correlations over longer time scales. These fractal-like structures changed with variations in visual input [14] , touch and vision [15] , age [16] , and disease [17] . Collins and his colleagues thus proposed a ''pinned polymer model'' of postural control to explain these seemingly complex correlation structures [18] [19] [20] . However, Peterka [21] replicated the majority of these seemingly complex behaviors by modeling the body as a single-link inverted pendulum controlled by a standard proportional, integral, and derivative (PID) controller driven by noisy sensory signals with physiological time delays. If a simple mechanical model with noisy feedback and physiological time delays can replicate the apparently complex dynamics observed during human standing, then perhaps the long-range correlations observed during human walking may similarly be explainable by relatively simple mechanical and neurophysiological (e.g., spinal reflex) mechanisms. Support for this idea can be found in Hausdorff and Peng's model of 'multi-scaled randomness' [22] . The model output was simply the sum of random inputs occurring on different time scales. For certain combinations of parameters, they were able to obtain 1=f noise.
Only one primarily mechanical model has been studied for its ability to generate long-range correlations. Hausdorff et al. [1] modeled the lower leg as a free-swinging pendulum with mass attached with damping and spring elements to represent the muscles, tendons, and ligaments of the leg. The system was driven using a simple coupled oscillator with and without additive noise [1] . This model failed to produce any long-range correlations. However, this model only included a single leg and an unrealistic interaction with the ground and thus was not a model of ''walking.'' The purpose of the present study was therefore to determine if a simple mechanical model of walking incorporating noise and minimal feedback control could generate long-range correlations similar to those observed in humans. If true, this would suggest that the long-range correlations in human stride intervals might be explained by far simpler mechanisms than those proposed to date.
Model
We modified a simplified 2D model of passive dynamic walking [23] . The model (Fig. 1) consisted of two legs connected by a frictionless hip joint and point masses at the feet and hip. The model assumed perfectly plastic collisions with the ground at foot strike and exhibited orbitally stable limit cycle dynamics when walking down shallow slopes, ðgÞ up to about 0.019 rad [23] . A push-off impulse ðP i Þ was added to generate the energy needed to replace the energy lost at each foot-strike collision. The model ignored ''foot scuffing'' interactions with the ground during the forward leg swing, as these could be easily avoided with an infinitesimal lifting of the foot [23, 24] . Assuming the foot masses were negligible compared to the hip mass, the model was governed by two second-order equations of motion that describe the angular motion of the two legs about the foot and hip [23] (Eqs. (1a) and (1b)). In Eqs. (1a) and (1b), time was rescaled by a factor ffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi l=g p .
€ yðtÞ À € fðtÞ þ _ yðtÞ 2 sin fðtÞ À cosðyðtÞ À gÞ sin fðtÞ ¼ 0.
Walking data were generated by integrating Eqs. (1a) and (1b) through one complete step of the swing leg with g ¼ 0. All integrations were performed in Matlab using the fourth-order Runga Kutta method (ode45) with the error tolerance set to 10 À12 . The swing foot contacted the ground (i.e., foot strike occurs) when the two feet were symmetrically oriented about the normal to the flat walking surface:
The model was adapted from the ''simplest walking model'' [22, 25] . The model had four state variables defined by the model's two degrees of freedom, y and f, and their corresponding angular velocities. y was the angle between the front leg and a line perpendicular to the walking surface and f was the angle between the two legs. Foot strike was defined as the instant in time when f À 2y ¼ 0. At this point, the state variables were put through the transition matrix that switched the stance and swing legs. Additionally, a variable impulsive force (Eq. (4)) was applied to the swing leg to give it enough energy to redirect the center of mass upward and forward. This allowed the model to walk over level ground [25] .
At this point, a foot strike transition rule (Eq. (3)) was applied to switch the stance and swing legs, and the next step was integrated forward based on the ending positions and velocities of the previous step. The state of the system following one swing step was denoted by the 'À' superscript. The state directly following the foot strike transition is denoted by the ''þ'' superscript. Foot strike was assumed to occur instantaneously, without slipping, and angular momentum was conserved: 
The foot strike transition then required energy to redirect the COM velocity upward in order to follow the arc prescribed by the new leading leg [25] . This additional energy could be provided by gravity when walking down a slope, or by applying a small impulse at push-off. In this study, the walker was powered by an impulsive push-off force, P i (Eq. (3)), applied to the ending conditions of the previous step (Fig. 1) . P i was dimensionless with scaling factor M ffiffiffiffi gl p , where M was the overall mass, g was gravitational acceleration, and l was leg length. P i was directed longitudinally through the new swing leg towards the center of mass at the hip. This transition provided the initial conditions from which Eqs. (1a) and (1b) were integrated again to generate the next walking step. Previous researchers used a constant impulse ðP i ¼ PÞ to provide exactly enough power to maintain a constant stride time [26] . These models simulated walking under ideal conditions and thus incorporated no additional feedback to noise or external perturbations. For this study, the push-off impulse P i was modified to vary for each step, i, through a simple proportional feedback controller:
where x S and x M represented the amplitudes of 'sensory' and 'motor output' noise terms, respectively, and U was uniformly distributed white noise on the interval [0,1]. Essentially equivalent results could be obtained using Gausssian distributed white noise as well. The parameter A defined the gain for the controller, which scaled the amount of impulse correction applied. This controller corrected step impulses that were either too small or too large to maintain stable walking. P D represented the desired, or ideal, step length required to maintain continuous period-1 walking [26] . With no noise (x S ¼ x M ¼ 0), the system would converge to this impulse of P D . Physiologically, such a simple controller could be implemented using rudimentary spinal reflexes, without any need for invoking more complex higher level neural (e.g., brain stem or cortical) control. Initial simulations were run to determine the ranges of A and the noise amplitudes, x S and x M over which the model could walk continuously without falling. [1, 2, 4] , a stride was defined as two consecutive steps. Stride times for each of the 400 simulations were calculated by determining the time difference between every other foot-strike. Times were un-normalized from the model output back into seconds. In each simulation, the model took 1100 steps or 550 strides. The first 50 strides were omitted from analysis in order to remove any transient behavior due to initial conditions. Simulations that did not complete all 1100 steps were excluded from further analysis.
Detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) was used to determine what type of correlation existed in each time series of stride times. This method has been used extensively in the analysis of experimental time series because it reduces noise effects and removes local trends making it less likely to be affected by non-stationarities [1] . Complete details of the methodology are published elsewhere [1, [27] [28] [29] . In brief, the sequence of stride times xðiÞ for ði ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ; NÞ where N was the total number of strides, was first integrated to form an accumulated sum:
where xðiÞ was the ith stride interval and M was the mean stride interval. The integrated series was then divided into equal, non-overlapping segments of length, n. Next, each segment was detrended by subtracting a least squares linear regression line fit to that segment (Fig. 2) . The squares of the integrated, detrended data points (i.e., the residuals) were then averaged over the entire data set and the square root of the mean residual, F ðnÞ, was calculated. Finally a root-mean square fluctuation of the detrended series for each box of length n, was computed:
½yðkÞ À y fit ðkÞ
This process was repeated for different values of segment lengths, n. Fifty values of n that were evenly distributed between 4 and N=4 were used [30] . Typically, F ðnÞ increases with n and a graph of log½F ðnÞ versus logðnÞ will exhibit a power-law relationship indicating the presence of scaling, such that F ðnÞ % n a . These log½F ðnÞ versus logðnÞ plots were then fit with a linear function using a standard least squares regression approach. The slope of this line defined the scaling exponent a. A value of a ¼ 0:5 indicates the stride intervals are completely uncorrelated (i.e., white noise). For this condition, the time series of the stride intervals could be rearranged in any manner (through surrogate data analysis) and DFA analysis would still produce a ¼ 0:5. In each figure, the blue line is the integrated stride time series and the horizontal axis is the stride number, denoted by i. Each stride interval time series was divided into 5 bins (n ¼ 100; shown on top). A line was fit to the data in each bin using linear regression (black line). This linear fit was then subtracted from the original and the R error was calculated. This process was repeated for a variety of bins lengths between 4 and 125 (shown on bottom for bin length ¼ 25). As bin size decreased the error also decreased.
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When, ao0:5, the stride intervals contain short-range correlations. Long-range correlations are present when 0:5oap1:0. When a41:0, the time series is brown noise (i.e., integrated white noise) [1] . Higher order (i.e., quadratic) detrending was also applied, but consistent with previous findings in human gait [2] , the a's obtained did not change significantly. Therefore, all results reported are for linear detrending.
Results
The model ran successfully for all noise conditions with A ¼ 0 and 0.8. When A was increased to A ¼ 0:9 and 1.0, the model became unstable at high noise levels. The variability in the system increased with applied noise. This can be seen in the phase plots for y and j (Fig. 3) . Compared to human walking, however, the model was less variable and took significantly more time to take each stride (Fig. 4) . Despite these differences, the model had the same correlation structure as seen in a previous study of healthy human subjects walking at a comfortable pace [6] .
Figs. 5 and 6 show how the correlations changed as the model parameters were varied. All linear fits to the log½F ðnÞ versus logðnÞ plots had r 2 40:91 (e.g., Fig. 6 , right) and were highly statistically significant ðpo0:001Þ. In the case where A ¼ 0, only x M influenced a since x S was multiplied by zero (Eq. (4)). In this case, the time series exhibited short-range correlations at high noise levels (x M 410 À4:5 ), was uncorrelated at moderate noise levels (x M % 10 À4 ), and displayed long-range correlations at very low noise levels (x M o10 À4 ) (Fig. 5A ). When A was non-zero, the plots were roughly symmetric, showing that both noise terms had an approximately equal impact on the type of correlations found in the data (Figs. 5B-D) . At A ¼ 0:8 and 0.9 the model produced stride time series that were short-range correlated, uncorrelated, or had long-range correlations. increased to A ¼ 1:0, the model no longer produced short-range correlations. At high noise levels, the model produced time series consistent with brown noise. At higher noise levels, the model fell over before completing 1100 steps.
By appropriately varying the parameters, nearly any type of correlation structure could be obtained (e.g., Fig. 6 ). For example, in Fig. 6 , A and x M were held fixed at A ¼ 1 and x M ¼ 10 À6 , while x S was varied to show short-range correlations (low noise), long-range correlations (moderate noise) and brown noise (high noise). Similar changes were obtained by holding x M fixed and varying x S , or by varying x M and x S simultaneously (not shown). Likewise, the same type of correlation structure could be obtained for multiple different parameter combinations.
In addition to changes in a, changes in variability (i.e., standard deviations) are observed in clinical populations, independent of changes in a [3, 4, 31] . In our model, the variability of stride times increased approximately exponentially with increases in applied noise (Fig. 7) for all values of A. Consequently, there were parameter regimes where a exhibited large changes while variability changed little and regimes where variability increased dramatically, while a changed little. Thus, the changes in a observed in our model were also independent of changes in stride time variability.
Discussion
Long-range correlations have been observed in the stride intervals of human walking [1, 32, 33] and these correlations change with various experimental interventions [2] and/or disease processes affecting the central nervous system [4, 5] . Previous modeling efforts conducted to explain these experimental results have focused on properties of complex supra-spinal neural control mechanisms [1, 7, 8] . While these models appear promising, they do not exclude other, possibly simpler explanations. In particular, it has also previously been shown that the complex movement patterns humans exhibit during quiet standing [12, 13] can be replicated by a relatively simple biomechanical model [21] . The present study was therefore conducted to test the hypothesis that long-range correlations in stride intervals could also be obtained from a simple biomechanical model of bipedal walking operating under minimal feedback (e.g., spinal reflex) control.
The results of the detrended fluctuation analyses of the stride interval time series generated by the model (Figs. 5 and 6 ) supported this hypothesis. With appropriate parameter choices, the model exhibited a wide range of different correlation structures, including short-range and long-range correlations, and Brownian motion. These solutions were also not unique, in that the same type of correlation structures was obtained using a variety of parameter values. Even when no noise was included in our simulations, the model still exhibited very small amounts of variability and long-range correlations (a40:5). This was likely due at least in part to the inherent nonlinearities in the model and the discontinuities introduced by the instantaneous switching between the legs at foot-strike (Eq. (3)). Also, slight inaccuracies in numerical computations due to the inherent limitations in floating-point precision that always occur when running such simulations on digital computers also contributed to these ''noise free'' variations.
Likewise, we also found long-range correlations even in the complete absence of feedback control ( Fig. 5 ; A ¼ 0 case). While these simulations did incorporate white noise as ''motor output'' noise (Eq. (4)), white noise alone can neither account for nor create long-range correlations. Thus, these long-range correlations had to come from the interaction of this white noise with the mechanical system. Also, while we described this noise as ''motor output'' noise (which could come from the central or peripheral nervous systems, and/or the muscular system), we could have obtained the same result by applying external (i.e., environmental) noise (e.g., by having the model walk over an irregular surface) to a walking model incorporating both no neural feedback ðA ¼ 0Þ and no biological noise sources. Together, these results demonstrate that long-range correlations can occur in bipedal walking in the absence of complex central nervous system control. Thus, supra-spinal control mechanisms may not be as ''essential'' for generating complex stride interval time series as previously suggested [34] . These correlations may instead result from the interactions of noisy neural signals trying to control a highly nonlinear biomechanical structure.
This simple model of bipedal gait reproduced several experimental findings (e.g., Refs. [1, 4, 35] ) exhibiting either the presence or loss of long-range correlations for different patient groups and/or experimental manipulations. However, our results suggest alternative possible explanations for the mechanisms causing these changes. For example, in the elderly, stride intervals become uncorrelated [4] . One reason this may occur is an increase in motor output noise. As people age, the number of motor units within a muscle decreases [36] . . Results of those trials were therefore omitted. For A ¼ 0:0, 0.8, and 0.9 the stride interval time series were predominantly anti-correlated (ao0:5). There were narrow ranges where the series was uncorrelated (a % 0:5) and then showed long-range correlations ð0:5oao1:0Þ at low noise levels. At A ¼ 1:0, the stride interval time series exhibited long-range correlations at low noise levels, and Brownian motion (a % 1:0) at high noise levels.
Since the number of muscle fibers is also reduced, larger motor units are substituted for small ones [37] . This results in a loss of the ability to perform finely controlled movements. The resulting loss of long-range correlations with increased motor output noise is completely consistent with the results of our model: as shown in Fig. 5 , for 0:0pAp0:9, as motor output noise ðx M Þ increased, a decreased. Our model also showed that changes in either 'sensory' or 'motor' noise each yielded approximately the same result, suggesting that noise present at any point in the system can ultimately affect changes in these stride time correlations.
It should be noted that the model presented here is highly simplistic and as such does not replicate many important aspects of human walking. As such, we cannot directly relate the values of the model coefficients (e.g., A, x S , x M , etc.) to any specific individual physiological parameters or mechanisms. Also, the stable basin of attraction of our model was extremely small [38] since it incorporated only a minimal control system. As such, the minimum perturbations required to cause our model to fall were much smaller than would be expected for humans. Thus, the magnitude of the variability exhibited by our model was much less than that typically observed in humans (Fig. 4) . However, humans have many more feedback mechanisms (visual, vestibular, proprioception, etc.) they can use to help them accommodate a much wider range of perturbations. Adding such additional feedback to our model would significantly increase the size of its basin of attraction [39] and therefore also the range of stride time variations the model could exhibit before falling over. However, we believe we would still be able to observe the same qualitative changes in a found here for such a model. Finally, our model also walked much slower than typical humans because leg swing was limited to the harmonic frequency of the pendulum [23] . Humans have muscles to help actively propel them forward. . Note that the scales on the vertical axes vary with condition. The value of a increased with the amount of applied sensory noise. In the low-noise condition, the stride interval time series was random uncorrelated noise ða ¼ 0:47Þ. In the moderate-noise condition, the stride interval time series exhibited long-range correlations ða ¼ 0:66Þ and in the high-noise condition, the time series was consistent with brown noise ða ¼ 1:17Þ. Similar results are obtained by varying x M . Thus, with the correct choice of parameters, it was possible to obtain various types of correlation from the system. Adding additional power for forward propulsion to the model would significantly increase its walking speed [40] .
These limitations not withstanding, simple biomechanical models like the one used here do successfully predict several fundamental features of human walking, including the preferred speed-step length relationship [41] , as well as several important aspects related to locomotor energetics [25, 42] and locomotor stability [43] . The results of the present study suggest that the long-range correlations observed in locomotor stride times might be added to the list of fundamental properties of human walking that can be explained by these simple models. While the magnitudes of the stride times for our model were much greater than humans and the amplitudes of the variations from stride to stride much less (Fig. 4) , the correlation structure (i.e., the temporal scaling) observed in these stride interval time series were the same. Thus, while our model does not completely replicate human walking, it does show that even the basic mechanics of walking can produce fractal-like behavior. It is therefore likely that these same basic features would also be seen in more complex models of bipedal walking.
In summary, healthy humans exhibit long-range correlations in their stride times [1, 2] . These correlations degrade with central nervous system disorders [4, 5] and increase with stressors [2] , suggesting that central processing is vital for regulating these aspects of gait cycle timing [1, 7, 8] . The results of this study demonstrate that the long-range correlations observed in the stride interval time series of human walking might be due instead to the inherent biomechanical structure of the system and may not require complex central nervous system control mechanisms. Previous models that have focused on properties of the central nervous system to explain the origins of these fractal-like features of gait cycle timing [1, 7, 8] cannot preclude the possibility that these features arise instead from the inherent biomechanics of the locomotor system. Likewise, it is equally true that the model proposed here cannot entirely preclude the possibility that the central nervous system still plays a significant role in regulating these processes. Because of its simplicity, some of the clinical changes observed in humans are difficult to interpret with our current model. Therefore, future work must focus on ARTICLE IN PRESS determining precisely how both central nervous system processes and biomechanical factors contribute to these observed phenomena.
